SAN FRANCISCO
This West Coast city is as varied and as colourful as
its history: a lurid melange of goldmines,
earthquakes, hippies and rockers. Its hilly streets
form a mosaic of neighbourhoods, each with their
own unique yet laidback vibe.
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an Francisco is a relaxed, liberal, artsy sort of place and its nightlife runs the gamut
from loud strip joints to downbeat lounges and upscale restaurants. Even outside
the Castro, the city is extremely gay-friendly.

Although San Franciscans rank as arguably the most relaxed citizens of arguably the
most laid-back state, smoking is not permitted inside bars or restaurant, or in a 15-foot
perimeter around them – including patios, rooftops and sidewalks. Another surprising
piece of legislation particular to San Francisco is that all new bars have to be built with
wheelchair access – even behind the bar. Most restaurants, nightclubs and bars are
open from 6pm until 2am and there are no casinos, as gambling is illegal. Perhaps this
goes some way to explaining why many of the better cocktail bars have a Casino
cocktail on their list.
Laidback though they may be, each district of this great city has its own distinctive
edge. Most upscale and classic venues are, of course, downtown. If you’re looking for
dance music and hip art bars, SoMa (South of Market) is a good option. For a more
rock ‘n’ roll edge head to Mission district. Marina is great for style bars while North
Beach is an eclectic mix of elegance and neon.
San Francisco is a site of pilgrimage for fans of Tiki culture as it was here, or more
specifically just across the bay in Oakland, that Victor Jules Bergeron launched the first
Trader Vic’s back in 1934. His influence is still felt and there are perhaps more Tiki
bars per head in this part of California than anywhere else in the world, the most
notable being Smuggler's Cove.
Incidentally, I should advise fellow members of the drinks industry – or indeed
anyone given to the laudable act of buying rounds of shots for hard-working bar staff –
that the shooter of choice among San Francisco bartenders is Fernet Branca, a bitter
Italian liqueur for which the city’s bar folk have acquired an almost fanatical taste for.

NOPA

RICKHOUSE

O
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nce a banking hall, this site lay empty for years until
gentrification worked its magic on the neighbourhood: it’s now a superb restaurant and bar.
Nopa’s clean, contemporary interior is designed to
impress: the windows stretch right up to the double-height
ceiling in what is a dramatic restaurant and bar.
Freshly squeezed juices and well-executed cocktails are
listed under headings such as ‘Classics’, ‘Seasonal’ and the
very San Franciscan ‘Spiritual’, and the bar boasts a more-than
decent range of spirits. A wine selection is cellared in the old
bank vault – an impressive fifteen are available by the glass,
and twice that number are available as half bottles. There are
also a couple of local lagers on draught and a healthy spectrum
of bottled brews (including Trappist ales).
The trendy 30-somethings who crowd Nopa are mainly
here for the delicious, Mediterranean-influenced food
though. Reserve your own table, eat at a communal table or
grab a seat at the bar. 

ickhouse is an homage to spirits – in particular whisky
and bourbon (a ‘rick house’ is where bourbon is aged).
The entire wall behind the counter is fashioned as a
drinks library with floor-to-ceiling shelves of bottles complete
with library ladder.
The bar is carefully styled as an old-school saloon. There’s a
back-room which contains a second bar and a hayloft-style
gallery so you can look down on fellow drinkers below. The
ceiling is woven out of the staves from 300 bourbon barrels.
Along with the pot stove, and open brick walls, it all contributes
to the authentic feel of the saloon. It’s a classic flat cap and
braces establishment, with the bartenders dressed to the theme.
Rickhouse’s specialties are punches served out of big crystal
bowls and teacups. You need to have a table to order the punch
though, so it’s a bit of a lottery. If you don’t procure a table, then
the bar is a great place to sit at, and the cocktails are well
balanced and expertly mixed. 
246 Kearny Street (btwn Sutter & Bush Sts), San Francisco, California, CA
94108, USA Tel: +1 415 398-2827, www.rickhousebar.com Hours: Mon-Fri
noon-2am; Sat-Sun 6pm-2am Type: Saloon bar

560 Divisadero Street (corner Hayes St), San Francisco, California, CA
94117, USA Tel: +1 415 864 8643, www.nopasf.com Hours: Mon-Sun
6pm-1am Type: Restaurant & bar

ALEMBIC

L

ocated near Amoeba Music (which claims to be the
world’s largest indepenent store), this bar is in a cool
part of town, and is named after a hand-made guitar
manufacturer, as well as a type of still.
Bare filament lamps dangle over the counter, which is
made out of salvaged benches from the local 49ers’ stadium,
and still has the seat numbers etched into the wood. A tin
ceiling adds to a rugged look, as does the drinks list on
blackboards behind the bar.
This list focuses on a good range of bourbons, including
some rarities, plus ryes and Scotch malts. The cocktail menu
is divided into two groups: ‘The Canon’, listing classic
cocktails; and ‘New School’ originals drinks including the
Vow of Silence – which promises to help you break a few
vows of your own. Bottled beers are on offer from Belgium,
Holland, Germany, the UK and US. The bar snacks at
Alembic are memorable – in particular the jerk-spiced duck
hearts with pickled pineapple and thyme salt ($5).
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COMSTOCK SALOON
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omstock encapsulates a romanticised Deep South.
Running along the ceiling is a fan contraption made
from wicker panels that look like steamboat paddles,
vintage drinks signs hang on the walls, and the owners even
managed to winch an upright piano into a balcony space so
that soft music floats over the punters below.
The mahogany counter is an impressive feature which
dates back to 1906. On top of it is a statue of Norton I – a
local legend who lost his inheritance on a rice deal that went
wrong. He went a bit mad and proclaimed himself Emperor
of the United States and Protector of Mexico.
The cocktail list is a comforting collection of classic
drinks, all served in vintage glasses. There’s also a good wine
selection, and beers that range from Big Daddy IPA which is
made in San Francisco’s Speakeasy Brewery to Malheur – a
Belgian champagne-fermented ale.
The southern vibe runs into the menu: the alligator pear
toast or the pickled eggs and rye toast are both memorable
bar snacks. 

1725 Haight Street (btwn Cole & Shrader Sts), San Francisco, California,
CA 94117, USA Tel: +1 415 666 0822, www.alembicbar.com Hours: Open
daily noon-1am Type: Neighbourhood bar

155 Columbus Avenue (at Pacific), San Francisco, California, CA 941335114, USA Tel: +1 415 617-0071, www.comstocksaloon.com Hours: MonFri 11:30am-2am; Sat 2pm-2am; Sun Closed Type: Saloon bar
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RYE

BOURBON & BRANCH
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ye is a stark, factory-like space with steel girders,
exposed brickwork and a bare concrete floor. The
upper of the two split levels houses the bar and a vintage
pool table while the lower, more loungy space is dominated by
a floor-to-ceiling rack of wine. Smokers congregate in a streetside caged patio, like exhibits in an urban zoo.
Despite the slightly grungy utilitarian look, Rye has
upscale aspirations. A blackboard behind the bar displays the
‘cocktail of the month’, and a varied menu ranges from your
standard pisco punch to more unusual concoctions. There is
also a good selection of beers and wines by the glass.
Each Monday, there’s a mixing competition where San
Franciscan bartenders will ‘shake and stir for your
enjoyment’. Rye has the great atmosphere of a bar that has a
loyal following: bar manager Jen Ackrill claims that ‘this place
is going to have to be set on fire for me to leave’. If you fancy
letting your hair down with good music and great drinks, then
head to Rye and join the party. 

n 1923, Bourbon & Branch started its life as JJ Russell’s
Cigar Shop. Needless to say, selling cigars wasn’t a high
priority. When patrons knocked on the door, gave a
password and requested the right cigar brand, a hidden door
opened and they were led into the basement Prohibition bar.
The secret entrance still exists, and at the bottom of a
marble staircase is the original bar – complete with 1920s
painted wallpaper, bullet holes in the wall, and an escape route
through the ladies’ lavatory. Sadly this old part of the bar is just
for show now, and the functioning bar is a modern addition.
However, you still need a password to get into Bourbon &
Branch, so make sure you register on the website, and then ring
to book.
Once you’ve infiltrated the venue, you’ll find two dimly lit
rooms where candlelight flickers below a faux-vintage pressed
tin ceiling. Intimate booths line the walls, quiet jazz fills the air
and a small gallery area offers views over the bar.
The wood-covered menu lists classic and contemporary
cocktails which are made with premium spirits, freshly
squeezed juices and care. 

688 Geary Street (@ Leavenworth St), Nob Hill, San Francisco, CA 94133,
California, USA Tel: +1 415 474 4448, www.ryesf.com Hours: Mon-Fri
5:30-2am, Sat-Sun 7pm-2am Type: Lounge/party bar

501 Jones Street (@ O'Farrell Street), San Francisco, California, CA 94102,
USA Tel: +1 415 931 7292, www.bourbonandbranch.com Hours: Mon-Sat
6pm-2am Type: Speakeasy-style lounge bar
Photography by Justin Lew
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itane claims to be a ‘modern, funky and artistically
bold restaurant’, though if you’re particularly
sensitive about your interiors you may notice how the
‘shabby chic’ wallpaper doesn’t line up, the modern tapestries
are actually a bit garish, and the velvet-embossed curtains
clash with the velvet-embossed sofas.
No matter – sit at the bar and focus on the cocktail
menu: it reads well and is divided into ‘cocktails on the
stem’, ‘cocktails over ice’, and ‘vintage cocktails’. The food
menu is an interesting mixture of Spanish, Portuguese,
French and Moroccan cuisine ranging from roasted quail to
grilled swordfish. There’s a small restaurant area upstairs, and a
big mosaic-tiled bar downstairs where you can also order food.
It’s worth mentioning that we last visited in winter when
the high ceilings and glass frontage meant it was pretty cold
at the bar... in fact, very cold. Gitane is good for a casual
drink, but if you’re looking for finessed cocktails, then
maybe start off somewhere else. 
6 Claude Lane, Union Square, San Francisco, California, CA 94108, USA
Tel: +1 415 788 6686, www.gitanerestaurant.com Hours: Tue-Sat 5:30pm1am Type: Restaurant bar

antina strives to create an environment that is ‘equal
parts Latin abode, Art Salon and Culinary Cocktail
lounge’. In all honesty though, it just seemed a bit
‘jungley’ to us, what with the snake skin attached to the wall
near the bathrooms, indoor ferns, wicker lampshades and a
big Jolly Roger stencilled onto the front window.
The back-bar sums up the relaxed vibe at Cantina. This
isn’t the sort of slick establishment with neatly-placed
bottles and alphabetically-arranged cocktail books. There’s
a happily shambolic feel – a bit like a granny’s pantry shelf,
groaning with acquisitions from over the years. Cocktail
books sit horizontally and vertically amongst an array of
bottles, uplit with tea lights.
Despite the chaos, the bartenders know how to find and
use their ingredients, and quickly. If you’re looking for
somewhere good to hang out, Cantina is a fun and unpretentious bar. 

580 Sutter Street (btwn Mason & Powell Sts), San Francisco, CA 94102,
United States Tel: +1 415 398-0195, www.cantinasf.com Hours: Mon-Sat
5pm-2am Type: Cocktail lounge
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ABSINTHE
BRASSERIE & BAR

SMUGGLER’S COVE

P



erhaps the tiki-est of all tiki bars: the inside of Smuggler’s
Cove is like an exploded pirate ship seen through the eyes
of someone on an acid trip: think skulls peering through
wooden crates, illuminated puffer fish dangling from the
ceiling, an oversized anchor suspended above the stairs, and a
canon hanging above the bar.
There’s a seating area on an upstairs balcony, but if you
follow the water trickling down the wall, you’ll discover a
basement area decorated with the original Trader Vic’s
‘Boathouse’ sign. All the tiki paraphernalia here is either
original or custom made – and it’s an impressive collection.
The cocktail list is vast, and the drinks are complicated –
many contain around ten ingredients – but are made very
efficiently by exceedingly focused bartenders, bedecked in
Hawaiian shirts and hula necklaces.
Regulars are invited to become “Voyagers of the Cove”,
which involves drinking and collecting a stamp for every
cocktail on the menu. Voyagers are welcomed into the fold
with a small ceremony, and awarded a tiki mug for their hard
work. 

398 Hayes Street (@ Gough), Hayes Valley District, San Francisco, California,
CA 94102, USA Tel: +1 415 551 1590, www.absinthe.com Hours: Tue-Fri
11:30am-2am; Sat 11am-2am; Sun 11am-midnight Type: Restaurant bar

650 Gough Street (btwn McAllister & Fulton Sts), San Francisco, CA 94102,
United States Tel: +1 415 869 1900, www.smugglerscovesf.com Hours: Daily
5pm-‘closing’ Type: Tiki Bar

T

his fine dining restaurant and bar is styled as a French
bistro. It has a warm, homely feel and the wonderful
atmosphere is casually cordial, with both staff and
customers keen to engage in conversation.
The interior fits the old-school European vibe with
rattan café chairs, copper-topped tables and bar counter, a
checker-board tiled floor, a pressed tin ceiling and plenty of
old absinthe posters.
But it is not only the atmosphere that drives one to
revisit. The bound wine, spirits and cocktail list includes
bins from pretty much all the key wine regions in the world,
while beers extend to Chimay, Sac IPA and Murphy’s on
draught. Classic cocktails are listed complete with histories,
while the enthusiastic and experimental bar team create
fantastic contemporary drinks. The superb French cuisine
runs the gamut from snacks and oysters to full meals – best
enjoy it all from prime position at the copper-topped bar.

TOMMY’S MEXICAN
RESTAURANT & BAR

B

e careful not to confuse this ‘Tommy’s’ with
‘Tommy’s Joynt’ (also on Geary but miles
downtown). This authentic Mexican restaurant is also
the self-proclaimed “premier tequila bar on earth”.
Barflies buzz to Tommy’s to try some of the best
Margaritas in the world, where the classic trio of tequila,
sugar and triple sec is enhanced with agave syrup and handsqueezed Persian limes, then served with tortillas and salsa.
Tomas and Elmy Bermejo founded Tommy’s in 1965.
Little seems to have changed in the last 45 years, except now
all their five children have joined this great family business.
Julio Bermejo, one of the siblings, is internationally
acclaimed for his tequila knowledge, and the bar’s shelves
groan with the largest selection of 100 per cent agave spirit
in the USA. If you join Tommy’s Blue Agave Club and work
your way through 35 of the selected drinks, you’ll be awarded
an oak-framed diploma and a T-shirt. Even if you don’t make
it through quite that many on your first visit, be sure to
sample Tommy’s phenomenal guacamole. 
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5929 Geary Boulevard (btwn 24th & 23rd Aves), Outer Richmond, San
Francisco, California, CA 94121, USA Tel: +1 415 387 4747, www.tommystequila.com Hours: Wed-Mon 6pm-11pm (closed Tuesdays) Type:
Mexican restaurant & bar
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THE BURRITT ROOM

BAR AGRICOLE
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he Burritt Room started off as the hotel’s lobby in 1910.
In 1914, when excavation began for the Stockton Street
Tunnel that now runs underneath, it became the
building’s second floor and was turned into a dance hall and
saloon. Today The Burritt Room is a large hotel bar, but retains
the feel of an elegant, turn-of-the-century space.
It’s a classic San Franciscan bar: wood panelling, tiled
floor, exposed brickwork, chandeliers and a rather nice terrier
called Nelson who’s a regular in the dog-friendly hotel. The
Burritt Room is not an overly formal bar, but a relaxed space
where hotel guests wind down, and locals catch up.
The cocktail menu is well constructed, and laid out in a
simple, recipe-style way that specifies the glass and how it’s
made. The drinks are imaginatively named, such as ‘Not
Tonight’ and ‘Getting Figgy With It’. Three naturally grown
swizzle sticks kept behind the bar attest to how seriously the
drinks geekery is here, and perhaps explains why all the drinks
were so consistently well made in this bar, which is manned
by talented and knowledgeable bartenders. 

ar Agricole advertises itself as ‘a modern urban tavern,’
and there is something cutting edge about the space.
Behind a modern, sleek counter is a fresco of skeletal
trees. In fact, the entire place is lined with wood, and features
high impact, wave-like sculptures attached to the ceiling.
Having opened in July 2010, the bar has honed in on the
zeitgeist move back to wholesome, slow food values. The menu
reflects this, with an interesting selection of locally sourced,
garden-focused food: think chicory, radishes, turnips and
fennel. The cocktail list featured classics, alongside some more
unpredictable drinks like Goat’s Delight (brandy, orgeat,
absinthe, dash of cream, bitters). Drinks are served with handchipped ice.
There is an interesting beer selection, from Gagleer ‘Bog’
ale ($6) to Oude geuze lambic ale ($16 for 750ml). Most
memorable though is the beautifully composed wine menu.
Wines are listed by region in a leather-bound booklet which
provides information on estates, soil type, aromas and a potted
history when appropriate. 

Crescent Hotel, 417 Stockton Street (Bush & Sutter Sts), San Francisco, CA
94108, USA Tel: +1 415 400 0500, www.crescentsf.com Hours: 5pm until
midnight Sun-Thurs and until 2am on weekends Type: Hotel bar

355 11th Street (btwn Folsom & Harrison Sts), San Francisco, California, CA
94103, USA Tel: +1 415 355 9400; www.baragricole.com Hours: Daily 6pm1am Type: Restaurant bar

ELIXIR

BERETTA

W
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ith roots dating back to 1858, this neighbourhood
bar occupies San Francisco's second oldest saloon
location. The restored original Mahogany backbar reminds guests of San Francisco's Wild West roots.
Late afternoon, there’s usually a group of dog walkers
lined up at the bar enjoying a daily pint and a catch-up. You
can tell that this bar is a second home to lots of San
Franciscans. There’s a dart board in the corner and a TV for
sports matches. When ‘H’ (the owner) feels inclined, he’ll
take his barbeque to the pavement out front, and invite
passers-by to join him for a burger.
As well as being an incredibly friendly and unpretentious
joint, Elixir has a great reputation for cocktails. There’s a
good range of classic cocktails on one side of the menu, and
some inspiring seasonal cocktails the other side, and organic
ingredients are used whenever possible. This is no highbrow bar, but if you want to get off the regular cocktail trail
and see gritty, fun San Francisco then this is the place to go.


eretta’s got its finger on the pulse. It’s all about
cocktails and pizza, where the emphasis for both is on
fresh, seasonal and locally sourced ingredients,
served in a young, buzzing and unpretentious environment.
There are filament bulbs above the bar, and modern
chandeliers lighting the 15 tables. At the back there’s an
open kitchen with food being efficiently whisked in and out
of the wood stone oven.
The drinks don’t contain dozens of complicated
ingredients, but a few well-chosen flavours. The Mumbai
Mule is simply saffron vodka, lime, ginger and mint, while
the Nuestra Palomo combines tequila, elderflower,
Cointreau and grapefruit bitters.
Beretta is a great place to enjoy dinner and drinks with
friends. There’s a big wine selection and a different meatbased main course every day of the week. The only small
glitch with Beretta is as a result of its popularity – the size of
the bar and its furniture means that there’s not much room
to manoeuvre, so once you’ve got a seat, stay put! 

3200 Sixteenth Street (corner Guerrero), Mission Dolores, San Francisco,
CA 94103, USA Tel: +1 415 552 1633; www.elixirsf.com Hours: Mon-Fri
3pm-2am; Sat noon-2am; Sun 11am-2am Type: Neighbourhood bar

1199 Valencia Street (at 23rd Sreet), San Francisco, CA 94110-3026, USA
Tel: +1 415 695 1199; www.berettasf.com Hours: Mon-Fri 5:30pm-1am;
Sat 11am-1am; Sun 11am-midnight Type: Neighbourhood bar

Photography by Jeannie Choe
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PROSPECT

15 ROMOLO
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rospect opened in September 2010, but is already wellestablished on the San Franciscan cocktail and foodies trail.
It’s a light, loft-like space which makes a feature of twentyfirst century minimalism. Bar shelves skirt the exposed concrete
girders, and statement artwork decorate the walls.
There’s a lot of seating round the large bar, but it fills up
quickly. If you want to eat (and we strongly recommend that you
do) then it’s best to book a table in advance.
Prospect has an extensive wine list, but we suggest that you
go for the cocktails. The cocktail menu steers away from
predictable classics: it’s an innovative, yet traditional list of
American-inspired drinks, focusing on local ingredients such as
rye whiskey, maple bitters, poached pear and spiced apple cider.
The cocktails were efficiently made, charmingly served and were
consistently well-balanced.
The food is also memorable with plenty of fancy (foamy)
velotés and other delicate garnishes that enhance the beautifully
presented dishes. 

he glow of its neon sign makes 15 Romolo easy to spot on
an otherwise unpromising alley – that it’s somewhat
hidden away makes it feel a real ‘find’. Romolo’s dark
wooden interior is utilitarian rather than designer-led and the
juke box helps establish its easy-going, every-day feel.
That said, the cocktails here are something of a treat and
include many regularly changing, seasonal drinks. There are
four beers on tap and a decent selection of wines by-the-glass.
Romolo has a reputation for its comfort bar food and its
pair of deep fat fryers are kept busy churning out Crispy Dogs,
Shrimp and Grit Cakes and the infamous Crab Cake Sammich.
This is a little more ‘full-on’ than most of our other
recommend San Francisco bars and consequently attracts a
younger crowd. 

15 Romolo Place (btwn Broadway & Fresno St), North Beach, San Francisco,
California, USA Tel: +1 415 398 1359, www.15romolo.com Hours: Daily 5pm2am Type: Restaurant bar

300 Spear Street (at Folsom St), San Francisco, California, CA 94105, USA Tel:
+1 415 247 7770, www.prospectsf.com Hours: Mon-Thu 5:30pm-10:30pm; FriSat 5:30pm-11pm; Sun 11am-2:30pm, 5:30pm-10:30pm Type: Restaurant

WAYFARE TAVERN

T

he Wayfare Tavern has a traditional, gentlemanly feel
to it – lots of leather, wood, and taxidermy. The bar
itself is new, but the building has been a restaurant
since it was rebuilt after a major earthquake in 1906. Legend
has it that there are the remains of a gangster buried below
the building from when the foundations were laid.
Downstairs, there are two bars – one focuses on
cocktails, the other on eating. Both have unusually wide
working spaces between the counter and the back bar –
apparently it’s federal law that new bars must have
wheelchair access. Upstairs, there’s another bar and a large
seating space for diners.
There’s a small selection of bottles behind the bar, and a
similarly bijou cocktail list where all manner of bitters are
liberally employed in the drinks. All were well-executed and
served with a silver bowlful of home-made crisps: a pleasant
and informal space to have a drink with friends. 

558 Sacramento Street, San Francisco, CA 94111, USA Tel: +1 415 772
9060, www.wayfaretavern.com Hours: M0n-Fri 11:30am-11pm; Sat-Sun
5pm-11pm Type: Restaurant bar
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